
**Applications downloaded from the website : http://
rsvidyapeetha.ac.in  should be submitted along with the prescribed
fee of Rs. 300/- (Rs.150-00 for SC/ST candidates) by way of Demand
Draft drawn in favour of the Registrar, Rashtriya Sanskrit
Vidyapeetha payable at Tirupati.  PH candidates need not pay
any fee while submitting applications.
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RASHTRIYA SANSKRIT VIDYAPEETHA
(Established under section 3 of UGC Act, 1956)

TIRUPATI - 517 507 (A.P.)
NOTIFICATION

   Applications are invited from eligible candidates for the following teaching posts:

1. *Professor in Hindi - (01post - UR)
Scale of Pay - PB4-Rs.37400-67000 with AGP of  Rs.10000-00.

2. *Associate Professor in Hindi  - (01 post - ST )
Scale of Pay - PB4-Rs.37400-67000 with AGP of  Rs.9000-00.

3. *Assistant Professor in Hindi (02 posts -UR)
Scale of Pay - PB-3 Rs.15600-39100 with AGP of Rs.6,000-00

4. Assistant Professors - Scale of Pay  - PB-3 Rs.15600-39100 with AGP of Rs.6,000-00
- in  Agama (01post - UR), Yoga and Meditation (01 post - UR), Visistadvaita Vedanta
(01 post - OBC), Sahitya (3 posts - 02-UR &  01-OBC)

Applications along with prospectus for the above mentioned posts can be had on payment of
Rs.300/- (Rs.150/- for SC/ST candidates and no fees for PH candidates) by Demand Draft drawn
in favour of Registrar, Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati from 02.08.2012 onwards.
**Applications along with Prospectus can also be downloaded from the Website: http://
rsvidyapeetha.ac.in.

Those who have already applied to the above Teaching Posts vide S.No.4 in response to the
notification F.No.RSV/Estt./T&NT/Appts./2012 dated 10.03.2012 ( Post No.5, 7, 9, 13 and 15) need
NOT apply again and their applications will be processed as per the present notification/prospectus.
However they may furnish additional information, if any, in support of their applications.

The  last date for submission of filled in applications is upto 5.30 p.m.  on  05.09.2012.

Advt.No.RSV/Estt./T/2012-13 dt.01.08.2012 REGISTRAR

* Scheme posts sanctioned for upgrading the Department of Hindi




